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Introduction
For years, hitting a baseball has been considered the single
most difficult achievement in sports (Hay 1978, Bowen 1980, Bubalo 1981,
and Burroughs 1984).

If the hitter is to be consistently successful

against the offerings of the pitcher, he must adjust to a number of variables.

In a period of .4 to .5 seconds the batter must find the ball,

adjust to the speed, direction, rotation or amount of break, make a decision whether to swing or not, and make contact with the ball (Hay 1978
and Burroughs 1984) •

Because of the necessity of performing this complex

ac·t in such a limited time, practice techniques to prepare the athlete
, __

~=

for situations as described above, need to be refined to the maximum.
Throughout the decades, both professional and amateur athletes
have been trying to enhance their performance with regard to hitting a
baseball.

Even though the methods for attaining this goal have changed

many times since the early beginnings of the sport, there remain differing opinions as to the best method of acquiring a high level of hitting
efficiency.

For the purpose of this study, hitting efficiency will be

defined as the degree of solid contact made by the performer when attempting to hit a baseball.
It was the intention of Coach Al Endriss (1986) to invent a
hitting aid that would not only increase the amount of solid contact by
his players, but also produce less strikeouts and consequently, more
productive hitting.

Endriss' philosophy is that the more solid contact

the hitter can achieve, the greater chance there is of reaching base
1
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safely.

These concepts sparked the beginning of the Thunderstick, which

is now produced from sizes for the little leaguer to the intercollegiate
athlete who seek to sharpen their visual-motor skills.

The Thunderstick

is recognized as a registered trademark of the Easton Aluminum Company.
For a comparative diagram of the Thunderstick and a regulation aluminum
bat, refer to Appendix A.
The Thunderstick is a specially designed batting device that
possesses unique and revolutionary characteristics that separate it from
a regulation aluminum bat.

These characteristics are:

1) the circum-

ference of the barrel, and 2) the diameter of the bat from end to end.
The circumference of the Thnnderstick from the handle to the end of the
barrel is a consistent three and one-half inches.

The regulation alu-

rninum bat has an equivalent handle size, but a barrel nearly three times
iarger in circumference than that of the Thtmderstick.

Also, a regula-

tion aluminum bat boasts a 'Big Barrel' two and five-eights inches in
diameter, while the Thunderstick remains one inch in diameter from handle
to barrel (E.aston Sports Inc., 1986-87).
In an effort to develop more solid contact in his own hitters,
Endriss (1986) invented this hitting device with the intention of aiding
his hitters in visual-motor skills during practice and game situations.
Using the Thunderstick in a game situation would be like trying to hit a
baseball thrown at ninety miles per hour with a broomstick.

Extremely

good eye-hand coordination would be necessary to make solid contact, or
for that matter, any contact at all.

So, Endriss incorporated the Thunder-

stick into practice drills to increase ·the hitter's chance of success dur.ing game situations.
A review of the literature on batting practice techniques revealed several different methods by which an individual can increase his

,_,
'1
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hitting skills through a variety of practice drills such as the batting
tee drill, soft-toss drill, screen-toss drill, and live hitting off a
pitching machine.

The practice drill that was chosen for this study,

to be used in combination with the Thunderstick, was the batting tee
drill.

Using one or all of these drills with the Thunderstick is the

choice of every player or coach who owns the hitting device.

However,

when looking for the end result of more solid contact, does hitting with
the Thunderstick during a practice drill have any advantage over ti1e
same drill with a regulation sized aluminum bat?
A need to gain more knowledge of the specific ways that athletes of all ages may improve their hitting skills through practice techniques would appear to facilitate the question posed as to how using the
Thunderstick affects hitting efficiency.

If it can be proven as a valid

and reliable means of increasing solid contact, the Thunderstick would
~---

prove helpful to the entire population of participating baseball players.

The Importance of the Study
The importance of this study was to provide information that
may aid hitters of all ages in their quest of finding the secrets to hitting success.

Many athletes perform practice drills every day with .little

concern for improving the way in which they practice.

With all the var-

ious training devices on the market today, it becomes increasingly important to explore the effects the Thunderstick has on hitting efficiency.
If proven as an instrument that aids visual-motor skills and
hitting efficiency, the Thunderstick may separate itself from other hitting devices as a hitting tool that can prove helpful to both player and
coach on a wide variety of competitive levels.

4

The Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine the hitting effects,
if any, of the Thunderstick batting device when used by junior college
athletes for a six week period by comparing it to the same type of training using a regulation bat.

_The Hypothesis
The hypothesis established for the study stated that there
will be no significant difference between the Thunderstick batting device group and the regulation bat group on hitting efficiency after a
six week training period.

The Delimitations
The following delimitations were established for the study:
1.

The subjects were fourteen (14) junior college players
from Cosumnes River College.

2.

The training period lasted six ( 6) weeks.

Each subject

was involved in a minimum of fifteen (15) practice sessions during the six week period.

A minimum of one pra-

tice session per day was allowed.
3.

The age of the sample group ranged from eighteen ( 18) to
twenty-one ·(21) years of age (m

4.

= 19.36).

Subjects were limited to position players only.

No pitch-

ers were included as pitchers do not participate in any
batting practice drills, live hitting drills or game situations.

~--
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Assumptions
This study was based on

t~e

following asslnnptions:
~-

1.

On the pre-test and post-test, the potential distance the
new Diamond D-1 Pro baseball would travel, from the first
batter to the fourteenth batter, remained constant.

2.

The resilency of the bats, from the beginning of the pretest until the end of the post-test, remained constant.

3.

No subject had any extensive experience using the Thunderstick batting device.

4.

Each athlete maintained an interest level, from the

begin~

ning of the training program until the training pr6gram's
end, comparable to each other.
5.

No subject participated in a weight training program during
the six week period, as requested by the researcher.

Limitations
During the course of the study the following limitations were
noted:
1.

Having completed the pre-test and eight practice sessions,
a subject in the regulation bat group sustained an injury
that prevented him from further participation in the study.
Thus, the regulation bat group consisted of only six ( 6)
subjects and all further reference to the subjects in this
study was limited to thirteen (13) participants.

2.

Two subjects were already enrolled in a weight training
class.

They were placed in opposite groups to maintain

equatedness.

6

Definition of Terms
The follm'ling terms \·lere deemed important to define in order
to present a more thorough understanding of the nature of this study:
Hitting Efficiency.

Hitting efficiency is the degree of solid

contact made by the performer when attempting to hit a baseball.
Barrel.

~-

The barrel is the portion of the bat that possesses

the largest area of circumference.
Thunderstick.

The Thunderstick is a hitting device that is

designed to increase visual-motor skills and produce less strikeouts
while increasing hitting efficiency.
24 or 30 ounces.

(Length: 30 or 34 inches.

Weight:

Rubber handled with one inch barrel. )

Regulation Aluminum Bat.

A regulation aluminum bat is a bat

28 to 35 inches in length and weighs 24 to 31 ounces.
handle and a two and three-fourths inch barrel.

It has a rubber
~---

CHAPTER 2

Review of the Related Literature
A review of the literature, related to this study of measuring hitting efficiency when using the Thunderstick, was divided into
the following three topics:

(l) The Thunderstick, (2) The Batting Tee,

and ( 3 ) Fundamental Hitting Mechanics •

The Thunderstick
The Thunderstick was the idea and ultimate invention of Al
Fndriss, Baseball Coach at College of Marin, San Rafael, california.
.~'.

As the inventor, Endriss was the only available source of information
~---

on the development and utilization of the Thunders tick.

In a lengthy

telephone interview with Endriss (1986), in which he was asked to give
a thorough explanation of the invention and subsequent manufacturing of
the Thunderstick, he reported his recollection of that process.

Follow-

ing is a synopsis of Endriss• recollection.
The Thunderstick first became an idea in the fall of 1977 when
Endriss recognized that one of his present players, who possessed a nice
fluid swing and showed great potential, was having trouble making solid
contact.

He recalled his early years as a player when he practiced by

hitting bottle caps with a broomstick and thought something similar
might help this young man.

He went to the metal shop on campus, cut a

length of pipe, taped the handle and had the young player use it in
specific hitting drills for the rest of the year.

The player's hitting

subsequently improved as he began to make more solid contact.
7

And thus,
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the idea of the Thunders tick was oorn.
The actual name of the invention,

'Th~~derstick',

came

~hout

as a result of Endriss recalling his college playing days when one of
his tearnnates, who possessed tremendous power, was nicknamed Thunderstick.

That nickname stuck in his memory so he decided to use it for

his new invention.
Following the first crude model, which was not ideal primarily
because of the fact the metal would bend after repeated use, Endriss
began putting other bats together by experimentation.

He had the shaft

chromed in Oakland and made the rubber handle at home, but the metal
would bend and the proportion of weight, length, and balance was not
near that of a regulation aluminum bat.
...

The idea was catching on and

was appealing to the majority of his team members, so he kept experimenting with different metals to try to find the right combination.
This process went on for a couple of years until it became evident that
any progress towards achieving a metal bat that would not bend and still
adhere to the guidelines of a regulation aluminum bat's length and weight,
needed to be researched by experts.
In 1981, realizing he had what he thought to be a unique and
revolutionary hitting device, Endriss took his idea and invention to the
Easton Aluminum Company in Van Nuys, california.

Once in the possession

I

of the researchers at the Easton Research Laboratory, it was only a matter
of time before they discovered a formula to make the aluminum less likely
to bend after repeated use and also adhere to the specifications of a
regulation aluminum bat.

Easton has still not released their 'secret

formula' and they remain the only company in the market, to date, to produce such a device.
Prior to the manufacturing of the Thunderstick by the Easton

'-
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Aluminum Company, the 'rhunderstick had already taken on a mass appeal by
coaches

~Dd

players who attended baseball camps where Endriss participat-

ed as an instructor or guest speaker.

He would take his chromed, rubber

handled piece of pipe to the camps ru1d incorporate it in hitting drills.
Soon players, parents, and coaches were inquiring about where they could
buy 'that stick' and were very excited about the early results they
could see in themselves, their sons, and their players.

Endriss also

sent a couple of bats to coaching friends of his and soon coaches at all
levels, up and down the coast, were calling him and wanting to place
orders for their personal Thunderstick.
Before the marketing of the Thunders tick, the experimental period conducted was personal observation by Endriss.

The first year the

Thunderstick was implemented into his everyday practice drills was in
1979.

Perhaps coincidentally, his high school team was 30-1 that year

and was crowned mythical National Champions.

Players from that team,

and years past, all knew that Endriss stressed hitting perfection and
continually emphasized the importance of solid contact.
Endriss• hitting philosophy is to make contact, cut down the
strikeouts, and put the ball in play.

He believes the more times you

put the ball in play, the better chance you have of getting runners on
base.

Over the years, Endriss felt his teams had lowered their strike-

out-to-contact ratio, and this he believes is due to two reasons.
the Thunderstick forces the batter to keep his eye on the ball.

First,
The

batter is not going to make good, consistent contact if he does not
have good

eye~hand

coordination.

Second, it forces the batter to hit

the top half of the baseball which results in more solid contact.

The

player who hits the bottom half .of the baseball decreases his chances
of making solid contact.

Endriss wants his players to put the

10

ball in play by hitting it hard on the ground.

He further reiterates

that his teams have used the Thunderstick over the years, and although
he can not say his success has been primarily because of the Thunderstick, he believes it has made better hitters out of his players by pro-

1-~

E_

ducing more contact as a team.
Having established the background and philosophy behind the
Thunderstick, perhaps the single most important factor follows.
which drills is the Thunderstick best suited?

For

Endriss addressed that

issue by implementing the Thunderstick into various hitting drills during practice.

The first place to begin was at the 'Vision Station' where

he had a series of tasks he asked the hitters to perform.

There is a

natural progression that each hitter makes when at the 'Vision Station'.
The first step of the progression involves a small whiffle ball, the size
of a golf ball, thrown to the batter.

By using the Thunders tick, one

~-

inch in diameter, and the small whiffle ball, one-half the circumference
of a baseball, the hitter is utilizing his eye-hand coordination to the
maximum.

There is no stride involved, as the hitter uses only eye con-

tact to execute a successful swing.

This is a very difficult task for

the beginning performer but success comes with repetition.
The second step is to move on to a larger whiffle ball.

This

whiffle ball is approximately three-quarters the size of a regulation
baseball.

The hitter performs again without the stride, concentrating

strictly on eye contact.
The third step is to move to a regulation baseball.

The play-

er hits a ball pitched from approximately 30 feet. The stride is incorporated and the batter performs the entire swing.
Lastly, the batter hits off the JUGS Combination Pitching Machine or perhaps live pitching, depending on his preference.

The batter

il
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takes five to ten swings with the Thunderstick, then five to ten swings
with a regulation bat.
Endriss incorporated the use of the Thunderstick in other
drills such as the tee drill, soft-toss drill, screen-toss drill and
live batting practice.
1.

These drills were explained as follows:

The batting tee sets up a stationary ball for the hitter,
which usually allows for good solid contact.

The hitter

moves himself inside or outside, the tee up or down, setting himself up to take full advantage of each pitch that
may be offered by a pitcher in a game situation.
2.

The soft-toss drill is a two person drill.

One player

positions himself slightly in front of and five feet to
the open side of the hitter and from a crouched position
tosses the ball into the hitting zone as the hitter utilizes his full stroke to make contact with the ball.

In

the soft-toss drill, the percentage of solid contact with
the Thunderstick still remains high.
3.

The screen-toss drill also incorporates two players.

One

player is placed behind a screen thirty to forty feet away
from the batter and tosses a ball at full speed while the
other player uses the Thunderstick to take a strong, full
swing driving the ball on a line or hard on the ground.
Less success is attained due to the added distance, speed;
and movement of the ball.

Consequently greater concentra-

tion and eye-hand coordination is necessary to successfully accomplish solid contact.
4.

Live pitching, from regulation distance, is then used for
batting practice and successful contact is not as prevalent.

I
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Repetition and tremendous eye-hand coordination are needed, along with strong hands and wrists, to limit any pain

that may occur when solid contact is not achieved.
When Endriss made that first crude model back in 1977, he
could not foresee what the future had in store for his invention.

Yet

the results he has seen in his teams over the years has led to his steadfast belief in the Thunderstick to produce better hitters.

Through his

years of coaching, he has sent his share of young men to the Big Leagues,
and corresponding with them has only further reinforced his belief in his
invention.

Furthermore, every time he sold a Thunderstick at a camp or

clinic, he would ask for a reply back from the users of the Thunderstick.
The response was an estimated eighty to eighty-five percent positive,
-S'

with the users stating that they felt the Thunders tick had improved their
hitting.
~--

The Easton Company has expanded their manufacturing of the
original Tl Thunder stick, which is weighed and balanced to swing just
like a B5 Pro Big Barrel, that measures 34 inches and weighs 30 ounces.
Presently, they also manufacture a T2 Thunderstick model which is weighed and balanced to swing just like a L9 Pro Big Barrel.
model which measures 30 inches and weighs 24 ounces.

This is a youth

Easton (1987) ad-

vertises both bats for use in live pitching, bunting drills, and also
adds that the Tl and T2 Thundersticks are the perfect training tool to
improve eye-hand coordination.

The Batting Tee
In articles by Stitt (1981), Hockenjos and Benedict (1984),
and Anshe1 (1985) , the batting tee device was most often mentioned by
the authors when concerning themselves with producing a better hitter.

13

For this study, the batting tee, in combination with the Thunderstick,
\·.'as used for practicing t-he fu..ndo.mental mechanics of hitting during the

six week experimental period.
MacGregor Sports Inc. (1985), Creative Athletic Products and
Services (C.A.P.S., 1987), and Swing Rite (1983) are among the present
competing companies in the batting tee market.

As

a general rule, bat-

ting tees manufactured by these companies have little variation in their
basic design, but each offers its own unique characteristics.

For ex-

ample, the C.A.P.S. (1987) batting tee places the vertical tee extension
on a horizontal bar which rotates in a circular pattern around the center
of home plate.

The hitter can move the horizontal bar to cover any part

of home plate that the ball may cross.

Swing Rite (1983) developed a

batting tee that has a rectangular base 27 inches wide by 43 inches long,
almost twice the size of a conventional home plate on most batting tees.
In this space, they drilled 48 holes, many placed in front of horne plate
where a batter does most of his hitting.

Instead of using one stern like

the old style tee, the Swing Rite uses two sterns.

One stern places the

ball from 10 to 20 inches above the ground, while the other stern is twice
as long, placing the ball from 20 to 40 inches above the ground.

Using

these stems together, the hitter works on his swing mechanics and adjusts
his swing in 'mid-flight' as he would facing live pitching.
The batting tee used for this study was designed and manufactured by the MacGregor Sports Company.

It is described as a regu-

lation home plate and tee support disk made of hard rubber that positions the ball from 20 to 40 inches above the ground.

The tee extension

is adjustable in this range to provide the hitter with the low strike,
at the kneecaps, and the high strike, at the letters.

The motionless

ball rests atop the stationary rubber tee extension while the hitter

14
adjusts himself to work on a variety of pitches.
Stitt (1981) found that setting up a motionless ball enables
the hitter to concentrate fully on the mechanics of the swing.

The swing

can then be worked on piece by piece or by a rhythm of a total stroke.
Either way, Stitt believes, it is a good way to start each day before
progressing on to a moving ball.
Stitt (1981) also found that the batting tee became most useful to his players when used in the following six phases:
1.

Establish the 'Hitting Zone'.
(0) Outside.

(I) Inside, (M) Middle, and

The ball should be moved from the high strike,

elbow,· to the low strike, kneecap.
2.

Address the tee.

The hitter should position himself for

the inside pitch so that the ball is even with the front
hip and the net is approximately at a 120° angle to the
feet-tee line.
3.

Zone placement.

The hitter should break the hitting zone

into nine (9) smaller zones.

High-inside, high-middle,

high-outside, middle-inside, middle-middle, middle-outside,
low-inside, low-middle, low-outside.
hit the high

pitc~with

The hitter should

a tomahawk motion, finish forward

and high on the middle pitch, and collapse the back side
as the eyes move down on the low pitch.
4.

Visualize and drive through.

The hitter should visualize

the pitcher sixty (60) feet away, imagine his wind-up,
pick up the release point, track tl1e ball to the hitting
zone and react.

The curveball, fastball, slider, and

change up can all be visualized, as well as game situations with imaginary runners on base, outs, and balls and
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strikes.

The hitter should drive the ball into the net at

the same level at which it rests on the tee, but never
higher.
5.

--

~

Rotate the hands.

For the right-handed hitter, kneel on

the right leg and try to keep the left leg slightly bent.
The left-handed hitter uses the left leg to kneel on and
the right leg is slightly bent.

Now execute the swing.

Using the one knee drill will isolate the hands, making
it ideal for the player who sweeps the bat, loops the bat,
or has slow hands, to work on rotating the hands and getting the bat through the zone quickly.
6 • Transition.

During this final phase, the hitter makes the

transition from the tee to the live game situation.

The

isolated mechanics of the swing that were so rigidly worked on in the drills, now need to become a smooth and fluid

~=

~=--

motion.
Bedenk (1957) lists the following ten points which he believes
aid the hitter on using the batting tee:
l.

Increases arm, wrist, and hand strength.

2.

Enables the hitter to develop coordination of the legs,
l:x:xiy and head.

3.

Corrects the hitter's stance in relation to the distance
from the plate.

4.

Helps develop the hitter's swing without turning the head
and eyes away from the pitched ball.

5.

Allows for a proper swing for both inside and outside
pitches.

6•

Improves the stance to get maximum power.

il
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7.

Increases hitting power.

8.

Helps develop

9.

Corrects the hitter's style.

10.

t~e

ability to drive through the ball.

:I

Enables the hitter to develop a controlled swing.

Expanding on the same fundamental ideas, Ruhlman and Alterman
(1979) suggest their five helpful hints when using the batting tee in a
combination offensive and defensive drill:
l.

Allows the batter to check each point in the stance.

2.

Enables the batter to maintain a consistent stride.

3.

Helps the tatter funnel the stroke and develop bat speed.

4.

Allows the hitter to wait longer on the outside pitch, but
to hit the inside pitch out in front.

5.

Following a tee adjustment, the hitter swings down on the
high pitch and hits the low pitch on a line.

Hockenjos and Benedict (1984) found the batting tee to be useful to a batter who yaried his approach as to how he wished to use the
batting tee for his own personal improvement.
referred to as the 'bent knee drill' •

One such variation is

The batter assumes his normal

batting stance, while kneeling on his back knee.

The purpose of kneel-

ing on the back knee is to eliminate the use of the lower l:x::rly.

Hock-

enjos and Benedict state, "This allows the hitter to concentrate more
fully on his upper l:x::rly techniques to complete the swing."
The Swing Rite (1983) batting tee also allows the hitter to
work on a variety of hitting mechanics and make adjustment of his swings
to real-live hitting situations.
'Command Drills'.

Swing Rite refers to their drills as

Four exercises are as follows:

1) Develop Stride

Consistency, 2) Protecting the Plate/Two Strike Hitting, 3) Fast Ball/
Curve Ball, and 4) Hit and Run.

An

example of the 'Command Drill' used

i
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in the Fast Ball/Curve Ball exercise is stated by Swing Rite as follows:
Set up the Swing Rite for an inside pitch
in front of the plate and an outside pitch on or
near the plate •••• The inside pitch is hit with
the command 'fast ball', the outside pitch is hit
with the col1Utland ' curve ball' • The real signif icance of this drill is that when the col1Utland 'curve
ball' is given, the hitter wants to pause- in effect
what he is doing is simulating a time gap in which
he is waiting for the off speed pitch or breaking
ball. .••

,h

~-

When setting up an indoor batting practice, Hockenjos and
Benedict (1984) tried to design a well organized batting practice session that would help coaches and players avoid wasting valuable early
season time.

They described Station #2:

Batting Tee, as follows:

"The batting tee offers the player the following challenges:

1) hand-

eye coordination, 2) level swing, 3) solid contact, and 4) hitting pitches in different locations."
Hockenjos and Benedict (1984), interestingly, had a whiffle
ball toss station that utilized the concepts very similar to that of
Endriss' (1986) 'Vision Station'.

Hockenjos and Benedict described

this station as, "Using a bat-length broomstick....

Golf sized whiffle

balls are used to develop the hand-eye coordination of the batter.

To

make this drill even more challenging, use bottle caps instead of whiffle balls."

The only limitation of the batting tees use was the imagina-

tion of its user.
A study conducted by Anshel (1985) tested the effects of using
a batting tee on hitting distance and frequency of contact, when cornparing a soft-toss machine group, batting tee group, and a control
group.

Anshel attempted to find a significant difference between pre-

test and post-test results of athletes who, between a series of ten (10)

=1-
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swings, received one of the following three (3) treatments:
1.

Twenty-five (25) swings at balls projected in a vertical
direction by a soft-toss machine into the strike zone.
Balls were hit into a net.

2.

Twenty-five (25) swings on a batting tee at a height commensurate with the center of the strike zone.

3.

Rested.

Anshel (1985) conducted the experiment on thirty-three (33)
boys, 11 to 12 years of age (m = 11.7).

The pre-test of ten (10) swings

off a JUGS Combination Pitching Machine was followed by one of the three
experimental factors, which was then followed by an identical post-test.
On

the pre-test the groups showed similar frequencies of con-

tact and distance the batted ball traveled before the treatment.

How-

ever, following the experimental factors, the groups performing on the
soft-toss machine and batting tee showed significantly better results
on the distance the ball was hit than the control group (p

<

.05).

The

batting tee group and soft-toss machine group performed statistically
similarly.
The frequency of contact was also measured.

The soft-toss

machine group performed significantly better, p < .05, while. the batting
tee group and control group performed more poorly and statistically
similarly.

Fundamental ·Hitting Mechanics
In the past, many attempts were made to analyze, through motion
pictures or sequential still photography, the batting styles of many
major league players (Race 1961, Reiff 1971, Lau and Glossbrenner 1984).
Such baseball immortals as Henry Aaron, Pete Rose, George Brett, Ted
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Williams, and Willie McCovey, all seemed to possess the same consistency
and tecb.niques that made t..hern appropriate for in-depth analysis.

How-

ever, despite the time and effort that has gone into the research of
hitting, there is still a need for information that may stimulate a new
approach towards many of the problems involved in the skill.
Because of the value of hitting a baseball with as much consistency and efficiency as possible, there is a need to probe the mechanics
of hitting in an effort to deduce the fundamentals which lead to hitting
successfully.

If these fundamentals can be refined, the information can

be utilized by coaches and athletes of all levels of skill.

The informa-

tion would be of particular interest to those involved in the development of improving their own batting performance.
When concerning themselves with the mechanics involved in hitting a baseball, writers consider a variety of actions to be important.
Lefebvre 1 s (1979) basic concepts involved applying the best techniques
to gain a more perfect swing.
ing phases:

He broke the skill down into the follow-

l) stance phase, 2) preparatory phase, 3) movement phase,

and 4) follow-through or recovery phase.

Although each phase plays a

unique role in the completion of the total swing, the two phases which
take on particular importance for the subjects performing with a regulation bat or Thunderstick bat are the movement phase and the followthrough phase.

These are the only two phases of the batter's stroke

that will be reviewed for this study.
The Movement Phase.

The movement phase begins as ·the body

parts, which were at rest in the stance phase and preparatory phase,
begin to build up momentum.

Swimley ( 1964) believes that the body parts

begin to build up inertia, and the summation of internal forces carry
them through the following actions to meet the ball with maximum force.

-t--!-
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By establishing a free-flowing motion prior to the impact of the ball,
the hitter has built up momentum.

Swimley explains, "The product of

mass and velocity is momentum, and any change in momentum is equal to
the impulse that produces it."
Logan and McKinney (1970) go on further to state that the
principle summarized in Newton•s Law of Conservation of Momentum, is
that in any system where forces act on each other, the momentum is
constant.

Logan and McKinney found, " .•• if an impact of action be-

tween objects occurs, the momentum before impact must equal the momentum after impact. "

So the culmination of momentum is essential

to the early stages of the movement phase if the movement is to be
proficient.
When standing at rest, before the start of the swing, the

g_

hitter must act as a human machine by conforming to certain mechanical
laws in order to perform the skill.

The manner in which the hitter

uses his muscles to cope with these laws will largely determine the
success of hitting the ball.

Rusk (1979) states, "Every body remains

in a straight line unless acted upon by same external force that•s
unbalanced."

Or, in terms related to the·researcher by the assistant

coach at Sacramento City College, Paul cannazzi (1980), "A body at .
rest tends to stay at rest, a body in motion tends to stay in motion. 11
carmazzi referred to the early portion of the movement phase as a
•coil• , which is a fluid motion with a slow weight shift to the inside
of the back foot, keeping the body in a continuous motion in order to
meet a ball which is also traveling in a continuous motion.
Lefebvre (1979) indicated that the movement phase also in-

I
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eluded the critical outcome or end result of the skill.
phase is the 'effect•

RDd

The movement

Lhe prepRratory phase the •cause• in terms of

cause and effect relationship for total execution.

From the •coiled'

and ready position, the hitter evaluates the pitch.

If the hitter de-

cides to commit himself to the swing, the forward rotation of the movement phase has begun.
According to Lefebvre ( 1979) , as forward rotation begins, the
knees, hips, shoulders, and head are as level and parallel with one another as possible.

The body has a well defined center of rotation and

does not tilt excessively.

These procedures permit a free-flowing of

forward and outward directed centrifugal energy to power the swing, and
assures that all the hitter •s energy drives •through • the ball.

When

Lefebvre spoke of centrifugal force, he was implying a force that impels
objects to move in a straight line away from the center or rotation.

In

a baseball swing, the power released into the ball represents a culmination of an energy chain that begins in the feet and •snowballs' as it
passes through the legs, upper body, arms, and hands.
This process of summation was summarized by Dyson (1963):
This calls for a definite sequence and timing of
body forces. The strong, slower muscles surrounding
the body's center of gravity should begin, followed by
the trunk and thighs, and end up with the weaker, lighter
but faster extrerni·ties. When the forces are properly
harnessed, therefore, movement flows outward sirnutaneously from the center of the body.
Lefebvre (1979) stated, " ••• if I •m trying to determine what a
hitter is doing wrong, I analyze him from the ground up."
sion of analyzing the hitter

that Lefebvre referred to

This progrescorresponds to

the natural progression the body parts take when moving through the movement phase.

First the stride, then the hips, shoulders, elbows, arms,

wrists, and finally bat, move in a sequential fashion when executing the
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batting stroke.

The related literature is reviewed along the same prowit,.~

gression as Lefebvre's 'from the ground up' concept, beginning

the

stride.
Alston and Weiskopf (1975), and Berson (1984), believed the
purpose of the stride was to start the forward movement of the batter •s
weight in preparation for the movement phase of the upper 1:x::>dy.

The hit-

ter who takes a short stride controls his forward motion and is not only
on proper balance, but is able to focus his eyes on the ball and wait
longer.
ing,

11

Bowen (1980) supported Alston and Weiskopf's philosophy by stat-

We insist the longer the stride, the more difficult the execution.

We try to shorten the stride for a more proficient swing.

The direction

11

of the stride taken is also of importance because if the hitter strides
away, a loss of power may result.

However, if the stride is too far to-

ward the plate, improper hip rotation is likely to occur.

Bowen con-

eluded that directing the stride toward the pitcher provided the hitter
with the maximum mechanical advantage.
Francisco (1961) found that the control of the hitter's weight
during the stride was important.

He stated that,

11

A good hitter will

hold their weight back on the rear foot until the last possible moment,
not shifting it forward until the instant the bat meets the ball.
febvre (1979) also stated that,

11

11

Le-

The hitter drives with and pivots for-

ward on the back foot and leg (toes turned toward pitcher) •

11

As the hit-

ter• s weight is transferred forward, the front foot also becomes a pivot
point.

This rotation provides the centrifugal force necessary to drive

the ball.
the ground.

The front foot, however, does not turn but remains planted on
Swimley (1964) concluded that the role of the back foot, on

the other hand, takes on a different role.

The heel of the rear foot comes

up, including the spike of the shoe, but the front of the foot remains in

~-
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contact with the ground.
Hay (1978) stated that moving in a sequential fashion, the
hips, shoulders, arms, wrists, and finally the bat, are being driven
around to meet the ball.

The hip action Hay referred to, preceded by

a slight 'coil', is the result of the reaction to the forces against
the ground exerted by the performer's rear leg.

Fonseca (1955) found

that a rotary hip motion is necessary for a good swing to be performed.
The free-flow of weight allows real swing speed, and the hips are literally 'whipped' into action as the bat meets the ball.

The front side

remains closed until contact, then it too is 'whipped' into action and
the hitter should consider this as a transfer of weight to impart further
force on the ball.
Watts (1957) expands on the role of the hips in the movement
phase as follows:
Rotary hip action is absolutely essential to the
good swing and actually starts the movement of the
shoulders. This hip action is the key link in the
chain which extends from the start to the finish of
the swing. Rotation of the hips not only starts the
movement of the shoulders and pulls the weight into
the swing properly so that the ball is met with full
power, but leads the body through a continuous flow
of motion into the follow-through.
Moving now into the shoulder area, McBee and Burgess (1981)
felt the shoulder region throughout the movement phase should be on a
level plane with the other body segments.

Some hitters try to over hit

the ball and consequently the rear shoulder or hands may drop initially,
and must be raised again to make contact.
'hitch'.

This movement is known as a

When the shoulders have been brought around approximately par-

allel with the hips, the arm swing is initiated.
Bubalo (1981) found that once the hands were set in the preswing position of four to five inches away from the body, slightly be-

I
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hind the rear shoulder, the angle which the eloow takes becomes of relative importance.

Bnhalo says, "A good hitter will keep his back ellx>w

around a 45 0 angle in order to maintain a relaxed position."

Through

the 'tucking-in' of the rear eloow, the hitter's eloow remains on the
same plane throughout the movement phase until contact.

In order to

achieve a more proficient, compact swing, the rear eloow must remain
tucked close to the body during the movement phase.

Lefebvre (1979)

concludes, "The back eloow must be kept down through the entire swing.
While some successful hitters set up with their back ellx>w raised, as
they begin the approach, the eloow drops down."
Hay (1978) found that most good hitters hold their lead arm
straight, or nearly straight, during the swing.

In this way, the radius

of the arc along which the 'contact point' moves, and the linear velocity
of this point, are kept as large as :possible.

The lead arm extends and

provides leverage in guiding the bat down toward the ball.

Sievers

(1978) substantiates Hay's theory that, as the bat moves across the plate,
the front arm should be held firm and should not straighten out until it
is perfectly straight at the point of contact.

Then, the back arm is

thrown into the swing in coordination with the hand of the lead arm, and
the back eloow stays down, moving through extension, until contact.
The final body segments contributing to the swing made by the
batter are the wrists and hands.

Swimley (1964) states, "It is the con-

tention of many baseball men that if any single portion of the anatomy
is the most important, it is the portion between the ellx>w and the bat."
Being able to be quick with the wrists and hands is one of the most important phases of hitting.

Sievers (1978) further reiterates:

..• hitting is all in the wrists, hands and forearms. I asked Ted Williams once if he had to do it
all over again what would he change? 'The wrists.

i
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I'd build up my wrists, then build them up some more
and finish by building 'em up again, then start all
over ag-ain. '
Alston and Weiskopf (1975) found that once the hitter decided
to 'pull the trigger', the shoulders, hips, wrists, and hands are all
brought through smoothly, unleashing the hitter's full power on the
ball.

The wrist snap is the final accelerator after the shoulders, hips,

wrists, and hands have laid the bat on the ball.

Alston and Weiskopf

interviewed Ted Williams who stated, "As you make contact with the ball,
and you are hitting the ball, your wrists start breaking - not before,
just as you hit it, and then follow-through."
Finally, it is important to understand the role the bat plays
in the movement phase.

If held tightly enough, the bat can literally

become an extension of the arms.

Raush and Burke (1980) explain:

A lever is a rigid bar revolving around a fixed
called the axis or fulcrum. The usual function
of a lever is to gain mechanical advantage, whereby a
small force exerted through a great distance, can be
converted into an increased force operating through a
decreased distance. Mechanical advantage in the case
of the lever is the ratio of the length of the forcearm, to that of the resistance arm ••••

poin~c

Lau and Glossbrenner (1984) found that the hitter should have
the bat in the

'launching~position'when

the front foot

touches~down-.~

That is, a hitter should bring his bat to the same spot at the same
time during each repetition of the movement phase.

From this position,

the bat is ready to begin its path, in a direct, efficient manner to
the ball.
Alston and Weiskopf (1975) stated that the head of the bat·
should be whipped into the plane of the baseball with as much force as
possible.

As the hitter swings, he pushes off with his rear foot so his

hips will come around against a firm front side.

The ball is met with

I
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the power end of the bat, in front of the plate, just before the hitter
breaks his wrists.

,,

To conclude, Alston and Weiskopf comment:

Henry Aaron, one of baseball's greatest hitters,
actually 'throws the head of the bat into the ball.'
when he hits the ball, it really jumps. He does not
swing the bat. He 'throws the bat •! The really good
hitters have the knack of getting the fat part of the
bat on the ball. They are able to whip the big end
of the bat on the ball. They are able to whip the big
end of the bat with an explosive drive.
The Follow-Through Phase.

The follow-through phase occurs after

contact and brings about a deceleration of the summation of internal forces.

Logan and McKinney (1970) found that the degree and force to which

the hips, shoulders, wrists, and hands continue, can be compared to the
amount of inertia or internal forces that were summated by the body in
the movement phase.

The follow-through also aids in maintaining body

position and equilibrium to disperse force of the total skill over a wide
area.
Kindall (1983) stated that once the hips and shoulders have
rotated explosively around the vertical axis of the hitter's body, the
rear foot is fully pivoted up on the ball of the foot.

The hitter should

have neither lifted up or dragged the rear foot during the swing.

Alston

and Weiskopf (1975) found that after the hips and shoulders have been
-

whipped through the hitting zone, a complete follow-through is necessary.

1

A complete follow-through provides power to the swing and gives distance

1
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to the batted ball.

The body follows through in the direction the ball

is hit, and the bat continues under its own momentum to the back of the
body.

The wrists now 'snap' and roll over.

The arms swing to the rear,

and the hitter should be on perfect balance, as the rest of the body segments proceed to the limit of their contractural length, rotating on the
body's center of axis.

Alston and Weiskopf stated:
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The batter should never stop or 'chop off' his
swing.... The rear hip follows through. The belt
buckle cornes arou.11d and faces left field on an inside
pitch, center on a pitch down the middle and right on
an outside pitch. The weight comes forward, causing
the back foot to pivot ••••
Lau and Glossbrenner (1984) summarized the final segment of the
follow-through phase in their listing of the ten absolutes of good hitting.
The tenth absolute to producing a winning hitter was 'Finish High'.

By

finishing high, the hitter can throw the hands and have a tension free
swing.

Lau and Glossbrenner concluded, "In every case, finishing high

permitted the players to get their leading ann extended, to follow-through
completely and thus apply their maximum force to the ball.

It is simply

impossible to over emphasize the importance of finishing high."

Surmnary
The Thunderstick batting device was invented by Al Endriss in
1977 and ultimately manufactured by the Easton Aluminum Company in 1981.
Through an experimental process by both Endriss and the Easton Aluminum
Company, the Thunderstick batting device used for this study has evolved
into a hitting tool, one inch in diameter, that is sized to swing just
like a regulation Easton aluminum bat.

Endriss incorporated the Thunder-

stick in several different practice drills hoping to increase visualmotor skills in his players.. cutting down strikeouts, hitting the ball
hard on the ground, and increasing arm and wrist strength are all benefits
that Endriss believed aided the· hitter using the Thunderstick.

It is be-

lieved hitters of all ages can benefit through the implementation of the
Thunderstick in everyday practice drills.
When used in combination with the Thunderstick, ·the hitter using
the batting tee drill is setting himself up to take full advantage of pro-
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per hitting mechanics and an increase in muscular strength, speed, and
endurance.

The batting tee provides a stationary target for the hitter

to execute his swing while working on a variety of hitting fundamentals.
The hitter can check each point in his stance, concentrate on proper techniques when executing the swing, and perform this task repetitively in a
short period of time with immediate results.
The batting tee has been researched through the available literature and has consequently been substantiated as a hitting device that
can provide benefits for hitters of all ages and levels of competition.
The information gathered leads the researcher to believe that the batting
tee is a highly useful hitting device to both player and coach, and establishes itself as a hitting tool that, if used properly, can produce
better hitters.
When using the Thunderstick on the batting tee, the hitter
should be able to progress through each segment of the hitting phase,
having established good form and technique while performing the swing.
However detailed, each part of the hitting phase constitutes a link in
the chain of events that are necessary in completion of the hitting
skill.

The forward progression of events begins with the stance phase

and culminates in the follow-through phase.

If all other segments have

been executed correctly, the finished product results in a maximum opportunity for the batter to hit successfully.

I

CHAPTER 3

Research Methodology
The purpose of this study was to determine the hitting effects,
if any, of the Thunderstick batting device when used by junior college
athletes for a six week training period by comparing it to the same type
of training using a regulation bat.

The procedures for gathering the

data in this study are described in this chapter.

Subjects
The subjects in this study consisted of thirteen (13) male
intercollegiate baseball players from the 1986-87 Cosumnes River College
Baseball Team, in Sacramento, california.

Those chosen for the study

needed to fulfill the requirements of having played competitive baseball
for a minimum of four years.
petency level.

This was done to establish a minimum com-

The subject's level of experience ranged from seven to

twelve years, with an average experience level of 10.33 years.

The ages

of the subjects ranged from eighteen to twenty-one years, with an average
age of 19.36 years.
The subjects were requested by the researcher not to partieipate in any type of weight lifting program, unless already enrolled,
or any extra batting practice for the six week training period.

During

the six week training period, all subjects participated in daily baseball practice and weekly games.

No pitchers participated in the study,

Following the inter-observer reliability testing conducted
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prior to the pre-test, a personal inventory form was given to the tnirteen subjects.

For a sample guestionaire refer to to Appendix B.

Instrument
Due to the novelty of the study, a scoring system and measuring device was designed by the researcher after consultation with other
area baseball coaches.

The scoring system used for the study established

how a batted baseball was scored by degree of solid contact on a continuum of 0-11 points, with eleven being the highest.
Zero (O) was recorded for a swing and
recorded for a foul tick caught by the catcher.

miss~

One (1) point was

Two (2) points were re-

corded for a foul ball - straight up, down, or back.

Three (3) points

were recorded for a short nubber - left, right, or within a thirteen (13)
foot semicircle around home plate.

Four ( 4) points were recorded for a

pop-up or ground ball that remained within sixty (60) feet of horne plate.
Five (5) points were recorded for a pop-up, ground ball, or looping line
drive that traveled between sixty (60) and 157 feet from home plate.

Six

(6) points were recorded for a pop-up or a looping line drive carrying
between 157 feet and 200 feet.

Six points also included a ground ball

bouncing two or more times prior to 157 feet and traveling between 157
feet and 200 feet.

Seven (7) points were recorded for a fly ball landing

between 200 feet and 275 feet, or a ground ball bouncing two or more times
prior to 157 feet and traveling beyond 200 feet.

Eight (8) points were

recorded for a line drive hitting between sixty (60) and 157 feet, one
bounce prior to the outfield grass.

Nine (9) points were recorded for a

line drive hitting in the outfield grass between 157 feet and 275 feet.
Nine points also included a fly ball between 275 feet and 325 feet.

Ten
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(10) points were recorded for a line drive carrying deep into the out-

field, beyond 275 feet.

Eleven (11) points were recorded for any ball

carrying beyond 325 feet.

The point/definition breakdown on how hitting

efficiency was measured and scored, can be found in Appendix C.
The boundaries that were established to measure the distance
the ball traveled per attempt, were designated by chalk lines in a semicircular pattern to encompass the entire playing field.
were at 13, 60, 157, 200, 275, and 325 feet.

The markings

Each area covered fair and

foul territory within the confines of the baseball diamond.

For a dia-

gram of the baseball diamond chart, refer to Appendix D.
On the pre-test and post-test each athlete received three (3)
warm-up swings before the recording of scores began.

Following the warm-

up, each subject received fifteen (15) swings offered from a JUGS Combination Pitching Machine placed fifty-seven (57) feet from the hitter,
which is COimlensurate to a pitch offered from a live pitcher.

Each swing

and resultant score was recorded by a trained observer.
Validity.

To test for validity, the instrument was taken to

a jury of baseball experts consisting of personnel at the college level.
Constructive feedback from the experts was accepted and implemented into
the instrument to assure its validity.
Coaches at both the university and junior college level made
valuable suggestions that were incorporated into the scoring system and
had an impact on the point/definition breakdown.

Specific terminology

re-defined the point catagories to incorporate the distance the ball
traveled in feet.

All other aspects of the instrument were agreed upon

by the baseball experts and the final form of the instrument was deemed
to be valid.
Reliability.

Reliability of tl1e measurement procedures was
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estimated through the use of an inter-observer, percentage agreement

[_
--

method.

The percentage agreement formula was best described in a hand-

book of behavioral assessment by Kent and Foster (1977).

~

The formula,

according to Kent and Foster, follows:
All Agreements
All Agreements + Disagreements

X 100

= % of

Agreement

Three (3) pre-trial sessions were used to measure interobserver reliability for the instrument.

A total of 199 swings were

recorded, with 173 agreements occurring between the two observers.

The

percentage of agreement for those 199 swings was 86.93. The percentage
agreement formula requires a minimum of 80.00 percent agreement for
reliability to exist in the inter-observer method.

Table 1 shows the

results of the inter-observer reliability method over three (3) pretrial sessions.

:=1-

During the pre-test, the inter-observer method was conducted
on four (4) randomly chosen subjects.

The observer scoring for all

thirteen (13) subjects was not informed of the second observer's check.
Between the four (4) subjects, sixty (60) total swings were recorded
with fifty-four (54) agreements occurring between the two observers.
The percentage of agreement for those sixty ( 60) swings was 90.00.
percentage required for reliability was 80.00.

The

Table 2 shows the results

of the percentage of agreement for the four ( 4) subjects on the pre-test.
Ten (10) days prior to the post-test, an inter-observer reliability check was conducted to refresh the observers with the scoring
system and measurement procedures.

A total of nineteen ( 19) swings were

recorded, with sixteen (16) agreements occurring between the two observers.
The percentage agreement for those nineteen (19) swings was 84. 21.

The

I
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Table 1

Inter-observer Reliability
Over Three (3) Pre-Trial Sessions

Pre-Trial
Sessions

All Agreements

All Agreements (+)
Disagreements

Percentage (%)
Agreement
p-

1

47

58

81.03

~

--

2

57

65

87.65

~

~
s-=

3

Total

69

76

90.79

173

199

*86.93

*The percentage agreement required for reliability was 80.00.

I
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Table 2

Inter-observer Reliability Over Four ( 4)
Subjects on the Pre-Test and Post-Test

Pre-Test

Post-Test

All
All
Agreements + Percentage
Subjects Agreements Disagreements Agreement

All
All Agreements + Percentage
Agreements Disagreements Agreement

1

13

15

86.66

12

15

80.00

2

13

15

86.66

14

15

93.33
o..i
~

~

3

15

15

100.00

15

15

100.00

~

~

4

Total

13

15

54

60

*

86.66

12

15

80 .oo·

90.00

53

60

* 88.33

*The percentage of agreement required for reliability was 80. 00 .
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percentage agreement required for reliability was 80.00.
During the post-test, the inter-observer method was conducted on four ( 4) randomly chosen subjects.

The observer doing the scor-

ing for all thirteen (13) subjects was not informed of the second ob-

I-

s_

§.:

server's check.

Between the four (4) subjects, sixty (60) total swings

were recorded with fifty-three (53) agreements occuring between the two
observers.
88.33.

The percentage agreement for those sixty (60) swings was

The percentage agreement required for reliability was 80.00.

Table 2 (page 34) shows the results of the percentage agreement for the

...

four (4) subjects on the post-test.

Procedures for Collection of Data
Before the testing began the participants were informed that
on both the pre-test and post-test, the top seven individual scorers,
from their fifteen swings, would receive pizza and soft drinks courtesy
of the researcher.

This was done to help keep motivation high on both

pre-test and post-test, and throughout the six week experiment period.
Testing Procedures.

The testing procedures began by placing

a JUGS Combination Pitching Machine (1986-87), fifty-seven (57) feet
~way

from home plate.

The JUGS pitching machine uses two side-by-side

wheels that are controlled by two speed setting dials which-adjust the
speed of the pitch in miles per hour.

The left wheel speed setting was

fifty-two (52) miles per hour, while the right wheel speed setting was
sixty-two ( 62) miles per hour.

The speed setting are offset to prevent

the machine from throwing a knuckleball.

The speed settings C!Jld machine

tilt remained constant for the pre-test and post-test, but were reversed
for left-handed hitters to present identical conditions to those offered
to right-handed hitters.

The person feeding the balls into the pitching
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machine was instructed to show the batter the ball, then place the ball
into the machine with the seamB facing the same direction each time.
The balls used for the study were fifteen (15) new Diamond D-1 Pro
baseballs.

All subjects used a regulation aluminum bat of their choice.

~
~-

The batting order of the thirteen (13) participants remained the same
on both the pre-test and post-test.
The testing procedures included each athlete receiving three
(3) warm-up swings before the recording of scores began.
w~rm-up,

Following the

each subject received fifteen (15) swings offered by the JUGS

....

pitching machine.

One observer viewed all thirteen (13) hitters on the

pre-test and post-test.

The observer tallied the attempts by each sub-

ject from twenty .(20) feet behind second base.

No communication was al-

lowed with t.he observer.
Once having completed the preliminary testing, the subjects
were matched and assigned to one of two groups:
Thunderstick Group

Seven (7) subjects who participated in
Experimental Factor I - the Thunderstick.

Regulation Bat Group

Six ( 6) subjects who participated in

Ex-

perimental Factor II - a regulation bat.
Refer to Table 3 for the results of the

p~e-~st

and the division of the

thirteen (13) subjects.
Additional procedures and situations established for the-testing were noted as follows:
1.

Ground Condition.

The ground condition consisted of fresh-

ly cut infield and outfield grass ... The infield was dragged and watered
lightly.
2.

Weather.- The skies were partly cloudy and the wind re-

mained under five (5) miles per hour.

The wind direction was north-

I
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Table 3
Assigned Groups

Group

Thunderstick

Pre-Test
Score

Raw

112
109
86
83

81
76

51
598

Regulation Bat

123
89
84

81
75
49

501

38

easterly, blowing from left field to right field.
62

0

on the pre-test and 67
3.

0

Starting Time.

The temperature was

on the post-test.
The starting time was one o'clock in the

afternoon for all testing.
4.

The Field.

The field used for all testing was the Co-

sumnes River College baseball diamond (Jerry Conway Field).
dimensions were as follows:

The field

left field 325 feet, center field 400 feet,

and right field 325 feet.
Training Period.

The training period lasted six (6) weeks

during which time the subjects participated in fifteen (15) practice
sessions.

Each subject was required to take fifty (50) swings, off a

batting tee, with their designated batting device.

The practice ses-

sions were conducted on practice days; Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.

One practice session per day was allowed.
The Thunderstick group received twenty-five (25) swings be-

fore practice and twenty-five (25) swings after practice using the
Thunderstick batting device while hitting off a batting tee.

The

regulation bat group received the same amount of swings while performing with a regulation bat off a batting tee.
After having completed nine (9) practice sessions, the researcher rewarded each subject with a soft drink of their choice.

This

was done to maintain the level of interest and keep motivation high.

Treatment and Analysis of the Data
The data was collected using the scoring system and measuring
device designed to measure hitting efficiency.

The results were analyzed

and tabulated by the GANOVA Micro Computer Program for AAOVA in a two-bytwo split-plot factorial design.
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For this study, the mean, standard deviation, standard of
error , and p.J_\JQVA were computed in order to determine the results frorn
the raw data.

F

0

The .05 level of significance was chosen for all statis-

tical analysis.
c:

q

I

CHAPTER 4

Results, Discussion, Summary,
Conclusions and Recommendations
Results
Each subject received fifteen (15) opportunities to swing,
from which a score of zero (0) through eleven (11) was recorded for
each of the subject • s fifteen ( 15) swings.

The raw scores collected

from the thirteen ( 13) subjects on the pre-test, can be found in Appendix E.

A maximum of 165 points were possible for each subject.

According to each individual•s total score, the subjects were placed
into one of two equated groups.

The individual point totals and cum-

ulative point totals for each group on the pre-test can be found in
Table 4.
The Thunderstick group and regulation bat group were matched
according to their pre-test scores.

The mean score for the Thunder-

stick group was 85.43, while the mean score for the regulation bat
group was 83.50.
cant (F

=

The difference between these means was not signifi-

.02).

After the six week training period, each subject received
fifteen (15) opportunities to swing on the post-test, from which a
score of zero (0) through eleven (11) was recorded for each of the
subjects fifteen (15) swings.

The raw scores collected from the

thirteen ( 13) subjects on the post-test can be found in Appendix F.
A maximum of 165 points were possible for each subject.
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The indi-
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Table 4
Results of the Pre-Test and Post-Test
Between the Thunderstick Group and the
Regulation Bat Group

Pre-Test

Post-Test

X

Group/
Subject

Point Point
Total Score

X

SO

ST.
Error

Point Point
Total Score

SO

ST.
Difference
Error (+) or (-)

Thunders tick
2
3
6
7
9
11

12
Totals for
Thunderstick
Group

86
81
112
109
83
51
76

5.73
5.40
7.47
7.27
5.53
3.40
5.07

598

85.43

107
92
124
133
66
91
97

20.66

7.81

7.13
6.13
8.27
8.87
4.40
6.07
6.47

710 101.43

+
+
+
+

21
11

12
24
- 17
+ 40
+ 21

22.40

8.46

+ 112

Regulation
Bat
1
4
5
8
10
14
Totals for
Regulation
Bat Group

-

=

89
81
123
75
49
84

5.93
5.40
8.20
5.00
3.27
5.60

501

83.50

114
78
109
101
87
83

23.91

9.76

25
3
14
+ 26
+ 38
1

7.60
5.20
7.27
6.73
5.80
5.53

572 95.33

+

14.76

6.03

+

71

-~
il'

~

"

i
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vidual point totals and cumulative point totals for each group on the

'
I

post-test can be found in Table 4 (page 41) • Of the seven ( 7) subjects
using the Thunderstick, six (6) exhibited an increase in hitting efficiency on the post test.

Of the six (6) subjects using the regula-

tion bat, three (3) experienced an increase in hitting efficiency.

Sub-

ject 11, a Thunderstick user, exhibited the largest increase (+40) of
any subject on the post-test.

For a comparative analysis of pre-test

and post-test results for each subject in their designated experimental
group, refer to Table 4 (page 41).
The pre-test score for the Thunderstick group was 598 (X
85.43), while the post-test score was 710 (X= 101.43).

=

That consti-

tuted an increase of 112 points for the Thunderstick group, resulting
in an average increase of 16.00 points per subject.

The pre-test score

for the regulation bat group was 501 (X= 83.50), while the post-test
score was 572 (X= 95.33).

That constituted an increase of 71 points

for the regulation bat group, resulting in an average increase of 11.83
points per subject.

These results can be found in Table 4 (page 41).

A split-plot ANOVA was performed on the subject•s pre-test
and post-test scores.
cant trial effect, F

The results of this analysis showed a signifi-.

= 7.00,

df

= 1,

11, p< .05, but no significant

group or interaction effects (See Table 5).

This means that while

there was a significant increase in hitting efficiency from pre-test
to post-test in both groups, there was no difference between the group:
means nor any differential improvement in their respective scores.
Thus, the hypothesis that there would be no significant difference
between the Thunderstick batting device group and the regulation bat
group was accepted.

I
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Table 5
Summary Table of the Split-Plot
'IWJOVA Test

Source

s.s.

Total Sum for Both Groups
Pre-Test/Post-Test

104.00

l

104.00

Subjects Within
Bat Groups

7754.84

ll

686.80

Pre-Test/Post-Test
Mean Difference

1251.43

l

1251.43

*7.00

28.04

l

28.00

.16

1965.42

ll

178.67

Interaction of Both Groups
Pre-Test/Post-Test
Means

Pre-Test/Post-Test Change
Between Subjects Mean Within
Both Groups

df

M.S.

F

.15

*The F value required for l and ll degrees of freedom at the .05 level
was 4.84.
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Discussion
According to Endriss (1986) the Thunderstick is a hitting

,c

device that, if used in a variety of practice drills can produce better
hitters.

In this study, significant improvement in hitting efficiency

was observed in the Thunderstick batting device group using the batting
tee drill for a six (6) week training period but it was also observed
in the regulation bat group using the batting tee drill for the same
six ( 6) week training period.

This suggests that both groups benefited

from practice and that there were no differential effects resulting
from the method of training used.

Because there was no control group,

it is possible that this increase may have occurred in the absence of
any practice at all.

Improvement in the mean score occurred in nine

(9) out of the total thirteen (13) subjects performing off the batting
tee.

This seems to reinforce previous research which showed that per-

forming the fundamental hitting mechanics, visualization drills, and
experimental tasks, while performing the batting tee drill, will help
to increase hitting efficiency (Sievers 1978, Lefebvre 1979, Stitt 1981,
Lau and Glossbrenner 1984, and Anshel 1985).
It is believed that one limiting factor in this finding was
the exclusive use of the batting tee drill.

It was shown in this study

that·significant gains in the Thunderstick group could not necessarily
be attributed to the unique characteristics of that particular batting
device.

Endriss (1986) used the Thunderstick in combination with a

variety of practice drills.

Therefore, it is possible that training

with the Thunderstick needs to involve a variety of practice drills
which should include increases in speed, distance, and movement, with
a decrease in the size of the ball being thrown.

I
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Observation of subjects executing with the Thunderstick
and regulation bat, using the batting tee drill, included one interesting comparison.

Subjects using a regulation bat appeared to ex-

hibit solid contact off the batting tee at a substantially higher
rate than that of the Thunderstick subjects.

Subjects using the

Thunderstick however, received immediate feedback of their swing which
was evident in how the ball traveled off the batting tee.

For example,

Stitt (1981) found that the hitter may sweep or extend the bat too
soon, but could still achieve solid contact off the batting tee.

In

contrast, when using the Thunderstick, sweeping or extending too soon
does not allow for good contact.

The hitter receives immediate feed-

back on how his hitting mechanics were executed.

If the wrists rolled

too early or the swing was not level, the subject could see the results
immediately.

The Thunderstick magnifies the mechanical errors by the

hitter, who can adjust accordingly.

This feedback proves helpful to

both player and coach when analyzing the mechanics involved in the
swing.

Surmnary

The purpose of this study was to determine the hitting effects,
if any, of the Thunderstick batting device when used by junior college
athletes for a six week period by comparing it to the same type of
training using a regulation bat.
The subjects used in this study consisted of thirteen (13)
male intercollegiate baseball players from the 1986-87 Cosumnes River
College Baseball Team.

Those chosen for the study needed to fulfill

the requirements of having played competitive baseball for a minumum
of four years.

Those subjects participating in the study contained
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players whose years of experience ranged from seven to twelve years
(m

=

10.33).

The mean age of the sample group was 19.36.

The sub-

jects were matched according to the results of the pre-test scores
and assigned to one of the two experimental groups.
It was hypothesized that there would be no significant difference between the Thunderstick batting device group and the regulation bat group on hitting efficiency after a six week training period.
The data collecting instrument used for the study consisted
of a scoring system designed to measure how a batted baseball is scored
by a degree of solid contact on a continuum of 0-11 points, with eleven
being the highest.

The field was divided into areas marked by chalk

lines in a semicircular pattern to encompass the entire playing field.
Having established the instrument's reliability, the subjects
performed in the pre-test.

Following the warm-up, each subject re-

ceived fifteen (15) swings offered from a JUGS Combination Pitching
Machine.

The batting order of the thirteen (13) participants remained

the same for both pre-test and post-test.
Once having completed the preliminary testing, the subjects
were matched and assigned to one of two groups.

Seven ( 7) subjects

participated in Experimental Factor I - The Thunderstick.

Six ( 6)

subjects participated in Experimental Factor II - A Regulation Aluminum Bat.
The training period lasted six ( 6) weeks, during which time
the subjects participated in fifteen (15) practice sessions.

Each

subject was required to take fifty (50) swings daily off a batting tee.
The post-test consisted of identical situations that were
offered in the pre-test.

The data was organized in a manner which

permitted an analysis of the differences in changes that occurred in
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each group's mean scores on the pre-test and post-test.

The results

of the GANOVA Micro Computer Program for ANOVA is a two-by-two splitplot factorial design, were as follows:
The results of this analysis showed a significant trial effeet, F = 7.00, df = 1, 11, p
teraction effects.

<

.05, but no significant group or in-

This means that while there was a significant in-

crease in hitting efficiency from pre-test to post-test in both groups,
there was no difference between the group means nor any differential
improvement in their respective scores.

Thus, the hypothesis that

there would be no significant difference between the Thunderstick batting device group and the regulation bat group was accepted.

Conclusions
Based on the results of this study, the following conclusion seems justified:
There is no significant difference in hitting efficiency
as a result of using a Thunderstick batting device or a regulation
bat during a six week training period using the batting tee practice
drill.

Recommendations
Based on the findings of this investigation, the researcher proposes the following recommendations for future study:
1.

A similar study to be conducted involving more subjects.

2.

A similar study to be conducted involving a longer

training period, including more practice sessions.
3.

A similar study to be conducted with a different exper-
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irnental factor.

For example; soft-toss drill, screen-toss drill, hit-

ing live pitching, or combinations of
4.
group.

fu~Y

of the above.

A similar study to be conducted involving a control

'~
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Comparison Look at the Thunderstick and a Regulation
Aluminum Bat. Both 34 Inches, 30 Ounces. Both
Manufactured by the Easton Company

Regulation Bat
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Appendix B

Sample Questionaire

Name
Year in school
Age
Hits:

l.

L

R

How many years have you played competitive baseball?

(i.e. Little

League, High School, etc.)
2.

Are you enrolled in a weight training class?
If yes, how many times per week:
For how long:

(i.e. weeks, months, years)

Y

N
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Appendix C
Point/Definition Breakdown
0

Swing and miss.

1

Foul tick caught by the catcher.

2

Foul ball - straight up, back or down.

3

Short nubber - left, right or within a thirteen (13) foot semicircle from home plate.

4

Pop-up or ground ball that remains within sixty (60) feet from
home plate.

5

Pop-up or ground ball or looping line drive between sixty (60)
feet and 157 feet from home plate.

6

Pop-up or looping line drive carrying between 157 feet and 200
feet. Ground ball bouncing two or more times prior to 157 feet
and traveling between 157 feet and 200 feet.

7

Fly ball between 200 feet and 275 feet. GrO\.md ball bouncing
two or more times prior to 157 feet and traveling beyond 200 feet.

8

Line drive hitting between sixty (60) and 157 feet, one bounce
prior to the outfield grass (157 feet).

9

Line drive hitting in outfield grass between 157 feet and 275 feet.
Deep fly ball between 275 feet and 325 feet.

10

Line drive carrying deep into the outfield beyond 275 feet.

11

Any ball carrying beyond 325 feet either over the left field
fence, right field fence or past 325 feet in center field.

Note:

Ground balls were measured by total feet they traveled until resting. All pop-ups and line drives were measured by where they
initially landed.
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Appendix E

Raw Data Collected From the Thirteen ( l3 )
Subjects on the Pre-test

Swings Attempted

Subjects
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1

2

6

6

2

7

9

9

6

6

6

6

7

6

9

2

2

7

6

7

2

8

2

6

2

9

6

6

2

7

10

6

3

2

9

7

2

2

7

6

9

0

6

6

5

9

5

6

4

6

7

0

9

5

1

6

6

6

6

7

2

6

7

7

5

9

9

7

2

9

5

9
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Appendix F

Data Collected Frcrn the Thirteen ( 13)
Subjects on the Post-test

Raw

Swings Attempted
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